
I am a prosperous child of an abundant universe. All that I require for my growth and my ability 
to help others - physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to me. I am drawing to myself 
and to other students of the Radiant Rose Academy, and the Academy itself… an abundance of 
health, happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. I open to the flow of abundance in all areas 
of my life.  My grateful heart draws abundance like a magnet. My days are filled with endless 
expressions of abundance. 
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Abundance Class Two with Beloved Asun 

1. I am willing to release all judgmental thoughts and feelings against myself.  I 
do not accept or tolerate this kind of inner thinking or feelings against myself. 

2. If I have any animosity against anyone, I release that now, and see that person 
in a loving way, wishing that person happiness and success in their life. 

3. I love to connect deep inside myself, to the core of my being where I can 
successfully release old habits and limiting core beliefs and emotions. It is also 
in this place where I can re-program my consciousness with all that I choose to 
embrace and experience 

4. It is stated, ‘Seek Ye first the Kingdom of God, and all things will be added 
unto you!’ I live a fully integrated Spiritual Life, daily turning my love and 
attention to the greater that gives me life on Earth, so grateful for the gift of 
life, so grateful for the endowment of life that comes with all the resources 
necessary to live a divine and abundant life. 

5. I love to think, to design, to plan, to feel, and to express in an expanded state of 
consciousness. Fear contracts my consciousness. I joyfully release all fear and 
all history of fear into the Sacred Fires of Purification, the Violet Flame. 

6. I lovingly give myself 20 minutes a day to deeply program my consciousness 
with all that I desire to experience and create. 

7. When I enter into the Violet Flames of my Presence each day, I surrender and 
release my experience of lack and limitation into those Violet Flames. 

8. As I now understand that all experiences of limitation are actually old patterns 
and habits created and stored in the mind and feelings, I call upon my Beloved 
I AM Presence and the Angels of the Cosmic Christ Blue Flames to surge those 
loving purifying Flames into my mind and feelings to break up and dissolve all 
duality habits and patterns that create limitation. 

9. I say yes to life and life says yes to me. This is my truth and I love to express it 
with as much feeling and conviction.   

10.  Attitude impacts how I think, how I feel, how I speak, how I respond. I am 
constantly evolving the most positive attitude that I stand by, no matter what 
the appearance world reflects to me. My right attitude will change the outer 
reflections in my life. 
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11. What I conceive I can achieve, what I feel I make real! I am the architect of all
that occurs in my life. I love to design my life with an attitude of ease and 
grace.  

12. I love the Art of Qualification. Every morning I predict my day, my week, my
month, my year, and I love this precious time of the morning for quiet 
qualification of all that I am decreeing will unfold in my life. 

13. Sometimes I think I know what I want. I will teach myself to feel what it is
that desires to take place in my life. When my career or service path is not clear 
to me, I love to surrender it over to the God of my knowing for direction, 
guidance and intervention. 

14. I love to create an amazing loving space in my heart. It is into this sacred
space, that I surrender my concerns, my questions, and problems that occur. 

15. I welcome the Magic Presence in my heart to be the divine solver of all that I
place in my Heart’s Sacred Space

16. Daily I contemplate my Miracle Mantle of Love’s Mastery.
17. I have chosen and written my Abundance Affirmations. Daily I speak them

deep into my being, sometimes quietly, sometimes speaking them out. 
18. Daily I joyfully enter into the Radiant Rose Academy Group Abundance

Affirmation:  “I am a prosperous child of an abundant universe. All that I 
require for my growth and my ability to help others - physically, mentally and 
spiritually - is available to me. I am drawing to myself and to other students of 
the Radiant Rose Academy, and the Academy itself… an abundance of health, 
happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. I open to the flow of abundance in 
all areas of my life. My grateful heart draws abundance like a magnet. My days 
are filled with endless expressions of abundance.” 

19. Any right idea held in mind and governed harmoniously, will always produce
exact and perfect results. 
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Abundance Class Three with Beloved Asun 

– Edited from the book, The Infinite Way by Joel S. Goldsmith

Do not strive or seek for heavenly riches in human consciousness. Wait! Wait! 

Begin your spiritual life with the understanding that all conflicts must be settled within your 
consciousness. 

There is never a conflict with person or condition, but rather a false concept mentally entertained about 
person, thing, circumstance, or condition. Therefore, make the correction within yourself, rather than 
attempting to change anyone or anything in the without. 

Acknowledge God as the substance, law, cause, and activity of all that is, and immediately refrain from 
meddling physically or mentally in the without. Get back inside yourself, and there resolve all 
appearances 

When living out from the center of Being, you are untouched by the thoughts, opinions, laws, and theories 
of the world. Nothing acts upon you because you do not react to the world of appearances. 

In the spiritual life, you place no labels on the world. You do not judge as to good or evil, sick or well, 
rich or poor. While appearances may show forth harmony or discord, by not judging, you merely come to 
know I AM as IS, and let that which truly IS define Itself. 

To live spirituality, is to know that all is; then do not name, label, define or judge what is. Be content to 
know IS, and let what IS reveal Its being, nature, and character to you, I AM. 

Spiritual wisdom reveals the deep, clear, cool well of contentment within you through your recognition of 
I AM as the only Consciousness and Activity. Be sure that your prayer is not an attempt to influence God. 
Be sure that your prayer is not a desire to improve God’s universe. Be at peace: God IS.    

Rest in the deep, clear well of contentment within you.  I AM already is. Peace already IS. 

There are no powers of evil external to yourself. Discords have no external existence. Resolve them 
within your own consciousness. "Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?" 

There is an insight in man that visions through all appearances. Be at peace. I AM, IS alone overcomes 
the world. Take your discords into the well of contentment; wash them, and behold—the grace of God! 
"My peace I give unto you." 

Be not dismayed: "It is I."  There are no limitations external to yourself. Be free. Be content with that 
which is. Abide in the deep well of contentment. I AM. It Is. 

Men, judging by human standards, complain that prayer is not answered. To benefit by prayer, it is 
necessary to give up all personal concepts of good. Do not try to fit answered prayer into the mold of 
human desire. Truth is infinite; therefore, Truth cannot be known in finite terms. Go to God as an empty 
vessel, desiring fulfillment in God’s way and measure. 
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God is not in the human scene. If you were aware of the significance of this statement, you could lay 
down your life and pick it up again, at will. Life is not at the mercy of matter. 

Gaining an awareness of God does not produce harmony. God’s presence is the harmony. The only error 
is the sense of God’s absence. The awareness of God does not dispel error—God Itself is the only 
harmony. 

No one can reveal God to another, but by revealing the nature of prayer, we place him in a position to 
receive the God-experience. The God-experience can come only through the correct understanding of 
prayer, since prayer is the point of contact with God; prayer is the avenue of awareness of God; prayer is 
the preparation of consciousness for the God-experience. 

Seeking guidance from God at this stage of your unfoldment will set up a sense of separation from God: It 
gives a sense of God and someone needing help, direction, or wisdom. Actually, you need to let God be 
your life—then It lives, acts, performs, and IS your very being. 

In our beginning days of meditation, we pondered or contemplated God, the qualities and nature of God, 
as we understood Him. As we rose higher in consciousness, we learned that any idea of God that we 
could entertain was not God Himself, but was only a concept of God. Thus we entered the stillness of 
mind leading to the deep silence of My peace—and experienced God. 

In our student days we sought God, or Truth, as a means to health, peace, security, safety, and harmony. 
Now we know that these are not to be found outside of I AM, and that the experience of God is our only 
desire.  

Seeking the objects of good, such as pleasures, things, and places, for the joy of them is a barrier to 
spiritual unfoldment. Seeking only the realization of God, pleasures, things, and places of joy naturally 
come into our experience. Then our pleasure is greater in the realization of their Source. 

Words and thoughts in prayer are helpful as long as they lead up to the atmosphere of the true 
communion, which is without words and thoughts. When words and thoughts alone constitute prayer, 
they become a barrier to the attainment of God-awareness. 

Do not be misled, here is the secret: Fill your consciousness with the word of God; hear It; read It; ponder 
It; mediate upon It. This enriches and ripens consciousness, and this deeper, purer consciousness now 
becomes the cause, law, substance, and activity of your existence. This nobler consciousness which has 
evolved through study, practice, and meditation attains the conscious communion with God, and reaches 
through to the deep silence of My peace. Then you are lifted into a realm of atmosphere transcending 
words and thoughts. 

The mere reading of truth is but an acquisition of knowledge, not a deepening and enriching of 
consciousness. It is the deepened and enriched consciousness which is the Christ unto your experience. 

We do not live on the mortal plane of consciousness where evil can happen. God is not in the realm or 
reach of mind or thoughts. You must transcend mind and thought in order to reach God. 

Any response on a lower plane than pure consciousness is from one’s self rather than one’s Self. O 
Students! Do not strive or seek for heavenly riches in human consciousness. Wait! Wait! 
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Seek a higher level of consciousness: There the treasures of the I AM are as free as air. It is a mistake to 
believe that human desire and prayer will bring God to your side. There must be a rising in consciousness 
until It’s Presence is attained—and there rest. Here truly is a perennial rest from care, concern, doubt, and 
fear. 
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Abundance Class Four with Asun 

Building a Consciousness of Character 

Trustworthiness: Be honest with yourself and others, don’t deceive, cheat or steal. Trust and be willing 
to trust others. 

Respect: Treat others with respect, follow the Golden Rule, be tolerant of differences, use good manners, 
not bad language, be considerate of the feelings of others, don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone. 

Responsibility: Do what you are supposed to do, persevere: keep on trying! Always do your best, use 
self-control, be self-disciplined; Think before you act - consider the consequences; Be accountable for 
your choices. 

Fairness: Play by the rules, Take turns and share, be open-minded; listen to others, don’t take advantage 
of others, don’t blame others. 

Caring: Be kind, be compassionate and show you care, express gratitude, forgive others, and help people 
in need. Listen with a kind heart. 

Citizenship: Do your share to make events you participate in and your community better, cooperate, get 
involved in community affairs, stay informed, vote, be a good neighbor, obey laws and rules, respect 
authority, protect the environment. 

Reliable: Be reliable - do what you say you’ll do, build a good reputation, be loyal - stand by your 
family, friends and country. 

Excellence: Strive for excellence in everything you do. Do your best. Research all ways to excel. Be 
creative and extraordinary. 

Principles: Live by your principles. Conduct yourself accordingly at all times. Establish essential 
qualities of self to live by. Develop within yourself matters of Moral Principle. 

Advancement: Always keep advancing towards your goals and desired achievements. Gain your 
momentum and be continuous in your efforts. Let Victory be your shining destiny. 

Chivalry: Be chivalrous when the opportunity arises; likened to a gallant deed, the sum of the ideal 
qualifications of a knight, including courtesy, generosity, valor, and dexterity, demonstration of courtesy 
and politeness. 

Valiant/Valor: Be boldly courageous, brave, marked by or showing bravery or valor, heroic: to make a 
valiant effort, worthy and excellent. 

Honor: Live by honesty, fairness, or integrity in one's beliefs and actions. Have high respect, as for 
worth, merit, or rank: to be held in honor and to show a courteous regard for others. 

Humility: Humility is not clothing ourselves in an attitude of self-denigration. Humility is about 
maintaining our pride about who we are, about our achievements, about our worth - but without 
arrogance. It's about being content to let others discover the layers of our talents without having to boast 
about them. It's a lack of arrogance. 
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Abundance Class Five‐January 9th, 2012 

1. The world consciousness belief is that supply is outside of us, out in the world, and that we
must struggle to get it.  However the truth is: ‘I AM Supply’ and ‘I AM’ is my supply. Once
we have become enlightened to this truth, we must keep introducing this truth into our minds.

2. On any day, an appearance might come into our life, and the old programmed mind might be
tempted to say we don’t have enough, but our response must be that we are no longer judging
by appearances, instead we are observing the truth and the truth is: ‘I have supply the world
knows not of.’ As we dwell on this truth, we are re-programming our minds to truth, and the
old beliefs of duality and lack will begin to fall away.

3. Now we have begun the process of being reborn into the consciousness of Omnipresent
Abundance and ready to experience: ‘I AM here and I AM there, and I AM everywhere’ and
we are beginning to allow the ‘Great I AM’ that is within us and around us to reveal this truth
of Abundance into our everyday physical lives.

4. As Money, Supply, and Abundance begins to increase in our lives, next we must attain a
permanently expanding and maintained consciousness of supply.

5. For this, we must daily let go of the world belief in two powers, duality, and allow the new
higher consciousness of One Power, One Presence, and One Intelligence, the Power of ‘I
AM’ to reveal itself in us that it may act through us and as us.

6. To experience the truth that we are Divine Individualizations of the ‘One Great Presence I
AM’, we must daily empty ourselves of the belief in two powers, and to empty ourselves of a
personal sense of self that we might be trying to make rich.

7. When we realize that the Abundant Self IAM that we really are, is God, then we are ready to
make ourselves willing Instruments invoking the fullness of the ‘Abundant I AM Presence
Self’ to reveal, express, and fulfill itself through us. As we gain our momentum, does this
Divine Presence Self reveal itself as us.

8. Upon these passages we are more able to comprehend our mind.  Our mind is a beautiful
instrument, and it will accept anything we give it or program it with. Now we must keep our
mind filled with One Power, so that with every appearance of two powers, we are holding the
truth in our mind and reminding ourselves: “No! I accept only God, I AM, as the only Power,
therefore this appearance is nothing but an illusion and I no longer give illusions any power.

9. We remind ourselves there are many seeming laws. There are legal laws, material laws,
mental laws, and as they try to come up against our new awareness of One Law, we stand,
face, and conquer and declare: “No I do not accept them! I accept God alone, the great ‘I
AM’ as the only law!

10. As we do this, we let go of old fears about other seeming laws and we are reborn into the
Consciousness of ‘One Law, One Power’ and we endeavor through meditation and
contemplation, the art of letting go, to be instruments of that ‘One Power’ and ‘One Law’
expressing through us until in the fullness of our Resurrection, when that ‘One Power’ and
‘One Law’ is expressing as us. God bless you!
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“Beloved Mighty I AM Presence,” and All the Ascended and Angelic Host  
from Cosmic Realms Above 

Release to us all God’s Supply 
(Alternate Line) 

From Cosmic Realms Above 
By God’s Almighty Love 
Protect It as It comes 
To help our Blessed Ones 

It does bring only Peace 
That nevermore can cease 
That brings Perfection through 
Invincible here now too 

Fulfilling God’s Great Plan 
Control It by God’s Hand 
Its Presence here ‘I AM’ 
By God’s Great Heart Command 

Make all here use it right 
By Everlasting Light 
Protect It by God’s Might 
Raise all to God’s Great Height 

The ‘I AM Presence’ brings 
Of all constructive things 

That only God can give 
Then Heaven on Earth can live 

Come now and all here heal 
God’s way to live, reveal 
Bring Peace on Earth to stay 
By Love’s Eternal Way 

By God’s Great Cosmic Ray 
That here and now holds sway 
As each to God’s Heart sings 
That Light’s Ascension brings! 

“Beloved I AM”! 
“Beloved I AM”! 
“Beloved I AM”!   
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MASTERING THE CREATIVE FORCES OF MANIFESTATION 
THE 5‐STEP FORMULA TO FREEDOM 

Through my experience, I have learned ways to rapidly increase and fine tune my ability to successfully manifest with 
more and more ease, grace and elegance!  One of the tools I use is called “The 5‐Step Formula to Freedom.” 
Be accountable for your own Victory.  Put Value to everything that you do and Be the Best you can Be!!  
Get a manifestation partner.  When two or more are in agreement, manifestation is greatly empowered!   

1) _______________________________________________________________________________________________

2) _______________________________________________________________________________________________

3) _______________________________________________________________________________________________

4) _______________________________________________________________________________________________

5) _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Remember:  Life happens in me, Life happens through me and Life happens as me. 
Be Grateful, Be Thankful…  It is already done!   No room for Doubt!   Doubt will change the outcome.   
Doubt is a Resistance = False God 

Manifestation Homework:  Begin using “The Formula” every day at the same time. 
For momentum use “The Formula” 2‐3 times a day. 

Contact your manifestation partner daily.   Always put God first!   Next; Pray/Meditate/Sacred Fires.   Qualify your day 
and now you can “let go and let God.”   God is now on the job.   God will take care of all the details.   All things that need 
to be considered.  

Remember:  The Power of the Sacred Fires ex. The Rose, Gold and Violet Rays/Flames *Use the Law of Secrecy* 
Expect a Miracle!  The Law of Secrecy – don’t tell someone what you are going to do.  Tell them what you have 
accomplished.  Be a Positive Contribution.  What goes around comes back around multiplied. 
*One whimsical (i.e.:  free lunch, choice parking spot) *one desire/require (i.e.: buy/sell a car)

DAY/TIME                 WHAT TO MANIFEST                HOW IT WAS MANIFESTED                DAILY POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION 

Sun : _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Mon : ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Tue : _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wed : ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thu : _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Fri: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sat: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Abundance Class Six, February 17, 2012 

1. We choose to live our lives from the inside out, not from the outside in!
2. What lives inside us, will outpicture in our world of experience and manifestation!
3. What I feel, I make real!
4. What I conceive, I can achieve!
5. Any right idea, held in mind, and governed harmoniously, will always produce exact and

perfect results!
6. Opportunities will arise for the successful release of negative limiting emotions!
7. In crafting and molding ideas for manifestation, we are not required to know how it will

happen, rather it is most important to know, ‘It will happen’!
8. Attitude is everything, not about others, rather attitude regarding your Field of Dreams

you are choosing to manifest in objective reality!
9. Every morning, enter into your Power of Qualification
10. Anxiety, stress, worry, concern, fear… are your enemies…release these emotions when

you enter into the Sacred Fire each day.
11. Thought, Feeling, Vision, and the Spoken Word are the creative forces of universal

manifestation. When you engage them with the right understanding of the Creative
Words ‘I AM’ miracles begin to unfold.

12. ‘I AM’ is the name of God. ‘I AM’ is God in action. ‘I AM’ is the name of my real Self.
All that I place beyond the words ‘I AM’ in thought, feeling, vision, and spoken word is
the means given me to draw forth into manifestation all that I desire and require.

13. Joy is the motor of the Universe and functions the Universe in Perfection. I am choosing
and allowing Joy to be the motor of my own existence.

‘I AM’ a prosperous Creator. ‘I AM’ a Conscious Being of an Abundant Universe!  All that I 
require for my growth, and my ability to assist others... physically, mentally and spiritually is 
available to me. ‘I AM’ drawing forth to myself, all other students of the Academy, the Radiant 
Rose Academy and all its ventures, an abundance of Health, Happiness, Harmony and Financial 
Security! (3)  I open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my Immortal Life!  My grateful 
heart draws abundance like a Universal Magnet.  My days are filled with endless expressions of 
abundance!  This is my Eternal Truth and I ACCEPT (3x) its Instantaneous Manifestation, 
Everywhere Forever! 

‘ALMIGHTY I AM’ (3x) 
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Abundance Class Seven, March 9, 2012 

1. Meditation to release thoughts, beliefs, perceptions, and emotions regarding lack of supply!

2. The Sacred Fire Love Cleansing of all lack through the use of the Royal Purple Violet Flame!

My ‘Beloved I AM Christ Presence’ and Beloved Saint Germain! 

Beloved Saint Germain, through our Presence we pour our love to you and your Angels of the 
Royal Purple Violet Flames. We call upon you to blaze up through us now your Mighty Violet 

Purifying Flames, the Purifying Power of Divine Love, Mercy, and Forgiveness, in Its most 
powerful dynamic action. As your Royal Purple Violet Flames pass through our minds, feelings, 
and bodies, dissolve and consume the consciousness of lack and limitation regarding money and 

supply, that has ever registered in our beings and worlds, and replace it with the Ascended 
Masters Consciousness of Light, Love, Purity, Perfection, Abundance and Prosperity, and hold 
your Dominion within us forever. Blaze your Sacred Fires of Purification into every mistake we 
have ever made in this or any other embodiment, past, present and future, and set us free from all 
mistakes, opening the way for Abundance to flow through us and to us each and every day. We 

thank you Saint Germain and we just love your Royal Purple Violet Flame! 

Royal Purple Violet Flame decree 

I AM the purification of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 
I AM the protection of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 
I AM the perfection of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 

I AM the enfoldment of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 
I AM the control of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 
I AM the healing of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 
I AM the supply of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 

I AM the direction of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 
I AM the Resurrection of the Royal Purple Violet Flame, 

(Repeat before every Command Line below) 

Beloved I AM, Beloved I AM, Beloved I AM! 

By God’s Divine Hand, by God’s Divine Hand, by God’s Divine Hand! 

By God’s Glorious command, by God’s Glorious command, by God’s Glorious command! 

By God’s Glorious Ray, by God’s Divine Ray, by God’s Cosmic Ray! 

And it is done today, 
And it is done to stay, 

And it is done God’s way. 
Almighty Christ I AM, Almighty Christ I AM, Almighty Christ I AM. 
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3. My Abundance and Prosperity Truth

‘I AM’ a prosperous Creator. ‘I AM’ a Conscious Being of an Abundant Universe!  All that I 
require for my growth, and my ability to assist others... physically, mentally and spiritually is 
available to me. ‘I AM’ drawing forth to myself, all other students of the Academy, the Radiant 
Rose Academy and all its ventures, an abundance of Health, Happiness, Harmony and Financial 
Security! (3)  I open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my Immortal Life!  My grateful 
heart draws abundance like a Universal Magnet.  My days are filled with endless expressions of 
abundance!  This is my Eternal Truth and I ACCEPT (3x) its Instantaneous Manifestation, 
Everywhere Forever! 

‘ALMIGHTY CHRIST I AM’ (3) 

4. Spiritual Empowerment Meditation for Abundance and Prosperity.

5. Using the Mighty Statements of Jesus the Christ to shift into a Consciousness of Abundance

1. I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my full God Supply now made manifest in my
being and world, I AM, I AM, I AM, by all God’s Love I know I AM! 

2. I AM an Open Door into my full God Supply, Prosperity, and Abundance that no man
can shut, by the Ascended Jesus Christ Great Command! 

3. I AM the WAY, the TRUTH, and the LIFE that reveals to me my God given
Opportunities and Channels of Money and Supply, and I AM that I AM! 

4. I AM the LIGHT of GOD that NEVER FAILS, which demands I enter into the Infinite
Storehouse of God’s Great Supply, and once again claim my Divine Inheritance! 

6. A time to charge all your money and supply with the Goddess of Justice Mighty Unfed Flame
of Divine Justice, that compels Justice wherever that money and supply flows. 

‘Beloved I AM Christ Presence’ 
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Abundance Class Eight, April 28, 2012 

1. My Abundance and Prosperity Truth

‘I AM’ a prosperous Creator. ‘I AM’ a Conscious Being of an Abundant Universe!  All that I
require for my growth, and my ability to assist others... physically, mentally and spiritually is
available to me. ‘I AM’ drawing forth to myself, all other students of the Academy, the
Radiant Rose Academy and all its ventures, an abundance of Health, Happiness, Harmony
and Financial Security! (3)  I open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my Immortal
Life!  My grateful heart draws abundance like a Universal Magnet.  My days are filled with
endless expressions of abundance!  This is my Eternal Truth and I ACCEPT (3x) its
Instantaneous Manifestation, Everywhere Forever!

‘ALMIGHTY I AM’ (3x) 

2. “I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Eternal Happiness expressing through my being
and world, offering Its Eternal Sunshine to all life around me.”

“I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Immortal Spirit, Presence, and Flame,
expressing perfectly through my mind, body, and feelings, each and every day.”

“I AM the Resurrection and the Life of Infinite Creative Potential, Creativity, and Genius
expressing perfectly through my expression and experience of self, to all life around me.”

“I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Abundance and Prosperity expressing through all
the decisions and actions of my life, now made manifest to the world around me.”

3. The Four Directives:

1. “Discover and Express the Eternal Happiness that is your birthright”
2. “Give the Immortality I made you, to the Body Temple I created for you”
3. “Discover your Infinite Creative Potential and Genius for Self-Expression”
4. “I made you Infinitely Abundant. Offer this abundance to all around you”

4. Use of the What and Why Formula: Past, Present, and Future, then Action!

5. Review and apply ‘My Miracle Mantle of Love’s Mastery’.

6. Take the time to be fueled and energized by your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and practice
Unveiling and Becoming the ‘Mystical Inner I’.

8. Abundance is already everywhere! Don’t use the outer world as a reflection of worthiness.
Become your own reflection of abundance, Be Generous. Negative beliefs and emotions do
not allow your natural abundance to flow!

9. Four minutes of creating Sacred Space to ask Big Questions to your own Inner Guidance.
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Abundance Class Nine, May 18, 2012 

Abundance, An Act of Consciousness 
A Review of My Miracle Mantle of Love’s Mastery 

Left Column of Chart 

1. No more limited thinking
2. Avoid intellectual abuse of w’s
3. Do not support poverty consciousness
4. Break fixed attention on matter and

form
5. Consciousness: thoughts, feelings,

vision
6. Acknowledge self as unlimited creator

being
7. A choice to end all judgment of

experience
8. Begin to build a positive attitude
9. Journal positive affirmations
10. Journal your goals, dreams,

manifestations
11. Register abundance affirmations deep

inside you

Right Column of Chart 
1. Create quiet contemplation time
2. Open to receive ideas from Higher

Mind
3. Connect with your inner spiritual nature
4. Meditation to affirm your spiritual

truths
5. Use Sacred Fire to clear the past
6. Pour your love to your Divine Self
7. Open to receive and be filled with

Energy
8. Programming consciousness for

manifestation
9. Create a Tithing Program
10. Contemplation of Impersonal I AM
11. Invocations, Power of Command

Centre between columns of Chart 

Our Beloved Akasha and Asun have shared with us that when we were first created as Glorious 
Spiritual Beings and Children of our Infinite I AM Presence Creator, we were charged to go 
forth and unfold in Glorious Expression our Divine Nature. 

It is given that we were charged to go forth into the Physical Universe with 4 Great Directives 
that came with the Life we were given. These are known as 4 Great Blessings. 

Daily Affirm Inwardly 

"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Eternal Happiness expressing through my being and 
world, offering Its Eternal Sunshine to all life around me." 

"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Immortal Spirit, Presence, and Flame, expressing 
perfectly through my mind, body and feelings, each and every day." 

"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of Infinite Creative Potential, Creativity, and Genius 
expressing perfectly through my expression and experience of self, to all life around me." 
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"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Abundance and Prosperity expressing through all the 
decisions and actions of my life, now made manifest to the world around me." 

At the base or bottom steps of Chart 

1. "Discover and Express the Eternal Happiness that is your birthright"
2. "Give the Immortality I made you, to the Body Temple I created for you"
3. "Discover your Infinite Creative Potential and Genius for Self-Expression"
4. "I made you Infinitely Abundant. Offer this abundance to all around you"

My Abundance and Prosperity Truth 

‘I AM’ a prosperous Creator. ‘I AM’ a Conscious Being of an Abundant Universe! All that I 
require for my growth, and my ability to assist others... physically, mentally and spiritually is 
available to me. ‘I AM’ drawing forth to myself, all other students of the Academy, the 
Radiant Rose Academy and all its ventures, an abundance of Health, Happiness, Harmony 
and Financial Security! (3) I open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my Immortal 
Life! My grateful heart draws abundance like a Universal Magnet. My days are filled with 
endless expressions of abundance! This is my Eternal Truth and I ACCEPT (3x) its 
Instantaneous Manifestation, Everywhere Forever! 

‘ALMIGHTY I AM’ (3x) 
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Abundance Class Ten, June 15, 2012 

 A new way of approaching appearances…we do not internalize them
 To the world of appearances, our message is ‘Thus far and no further!’
 What and Why! What is it that I desire regarding money, supply, and abundance and why?
 I value what is going on in my mind and feelings, I consciously choose! I realize peace and

harmony are a natural environment inside me that allows a consciousness of abundance to
unfold.

 Connecting with your inner truth centre through contemplation, meditation…asking big
questions… ‘What is it that desires to come forth in me?’

 Is it possible that all my constructive desires are not just me desiring? Is it possible that my
desires are God My I AM Presence desiring in me and through me. Has God the I AM
Presence ever failed at anything?

 The I AM Presence speaks:

I AM the Resurrection and the Life! 

I AM the Ascension in the Light! 

I AM the Open Door which no man can shut! 

I AM the Presence that moves into action at the human call, and human creation and limitation 
move out without struggle! 

I AM the Presence, the only Presence that ever acts. You are the qualifier, that changes my 
Perfection into human limitation and discord! 

I AM ever pouring forth into your mind and body the Fullness of My Light and Perfection. You 
in your Free Will and qualification, are constantly requalifying My Perfect Energy into that 
which you do not want! 

I AM the Presence that enables you to feel that the money you require for use is My Gift and 
Substance to you, in the form of money, and when I give the Freedom of Divine Love acts. 
Then, know that I AM the only Giver of all money that comes to you, or ever will come to you. 
Therefore when you call to Me, I answer you through avenues you dream not of. You cannot be 
deprived of money for things to use when you call the Mighty I AM Presence into action for ‘I 
AM’ the only Intelligence that can act! I AM the only Power that can act. I AM the Enfolding 
Light of Divine Love forever active, that releases your requirements through Divine Love, 
forever sustained. I AM the Light of your Life. I AM the Mighty Energy that sustains you and 
gives you Intelligence by which to act. I AM the Resurrection of your Life now! 
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Abundance Class Eleven, July 27, 2012 

I am a prosperous Master Presence of an abundant universe. All that I require for my 
growth and my ability to help others - physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to 
me. I am drawing to myself and to other students of the Radiant Rose Academy, and the 
Academy itself… an abundance of health, happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. 
I open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my life.  My grateful heart draws 
abundance like a magnet. My days are filled with endless expressions of abundance. 

 What I conceive, I can achieve

 What I feel, I make real

 The Attainment of Mastery

 The outer world of experience and manifestation

 I AM capable of attaining all tasks set before me with excellence

 In the Fullness of the Presence I AM, I enter into this day

 The time I set aside each day for Spiritual Growth

 How the Daily outpouring of the Sacred Rays can assist me greatly

 Seeking Guidance in the Sacred Space of your Heart

 I will love myself free of all limitation

 Archangel Michael offers to clear all record of lack and limitation

 Human Law versus Cosmic Law

 Receiving the Christ Light of your Higher Discerning Intelligence

 The world waits to respond to you, Beloved Creator

 Never stay the same, always seek to re-birth yourself into your next now moment

 Alert, radiant, vitality, aware, energized versus tired outer self

 Remember the importance of balance in all your days

 I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my financial supply

 Why AM I Financially Independent?

I AM the Law of the Victorious Miracle Abundant Christ in all its Cosmic Action, in, 
through, and around me, each and every day. ‘Mighty I AM Presence’, I call upon Thee 
whose Presence abides within me and above me, to unfold now this Command, Truth, 
and Law, as my only reality now and forever, now made manifest in the full Glory and 
Grace I AM. (3x) 
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Abundance Class Twelve, August 31, 2012 

I am a prosperous Master Presence of an abundant universe. All that I require for my 
growth and my ability to help others - physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to 
me. I am drawing to myself and to other students of the Radiant Rose Academy, and the 
Academy itself… an abundance of health, happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. 
I open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my life. My grateful heart draws 
abundance like a magnet. My days are filled with endless expressions of abundance. 

 Mother Akasha enfold me in the Great Central Sun’s Rose Pink Flames of Divine Love, Will,
Grace, Elegance, and Abundance

 There must be the consummate force behind your mind: Love in all its constant action:
(Consummate: to bring to a state of perfection; fulfill!)

 Create all you desire and require within the ‘Inner Activity’ and the ‘Outer “Activity” of form and
manifestation must reflect the ‘Inner Activity’ Perfectly!

 Is my mind and feeling nature a positive environment to manifest all that I am choosing?

 A Plan to end debt and build savings.

 November, 2012, a wonderful time for new beginnings. Why?

 Before we start planning our future, there is an important step:

 How much of a difference am I willing to make in other people’s lives? How far is my reach and
my influence, how big a stage is my outer world activities of career and service?

 Feelings, the Powerhouse behind your thoughts to create a life experience you desire!

 I AM an Open Door that no man can shut! Have you and are you approaching that door?

 Same old, same old! Breaking habits and momentum of the past to birth a new experience.

 A new commitment never to judge against myself again!

 I AM willing, I AM allowing, I AM giving myself permission to create an expanded life.

I AM the Light, Love, Abundance, and Perfection of the Victorious Miracle Abundant 
Christ in all its Cosmic Action, in, through, and around me, each and every day. ‘Mighty 
I AM Presence’, I call upon Thee whose Presence abides within me and above me, to 
unfold now this Command, Truth, and Decree, as my only reality now and forever, now 
made manifest in the full Glory and 
Grace I AM. (3x) 
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Abundance Class Thirteen, September 28, 2012 

“I AM the Cosmic Law of the Ascended Jesus Christ that has overcome the world in full 
command and authority, inside and around me, that STOPS everything of human creation and 
human law from ever touching me, now made manifest! I accept this tremendous Divine 
Intervention with all of my heart.”  

“I AM the Light, Love, Abundance, and Perfection of the Victorious Miracle Abundant Christ in 
all its Cosmic Action, in, through, and around me, each and every day. ‘Mighty I AM Presence’, 
I call upon Thee whose Presence abides within me and above me, to unfold now this Command, 
Truth, and Decree, as my only reality now and forever, now made manifest in the full Glory and 
Grace I AM.”  

“I AM a prosperous Master Presence of an Abundant Universe. All that I require for my growth 
and my ability to help others - physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to me. I AM 
drawing to myself and to other students of the Radiant Rose Academy, and the Academy itself… 
an abundance of health, happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. I open to the flow of 
abundance in all areas of my life. My grateful heart draws abundance like a magnet. My days are 
filled with endless expressions of abundance.” 

Consider Perimeter as the Path around your Field of Daily Consciousness! 

What abides within the Perimeter of my Daily Consciousness? 
Is it reasonable to expect reality manifestation of something beyond that Perimeter? 
What is the relativity of Joy and Happiness and Abundance within my Perimeter? 
Is my ongoing experience influenced by Habit Consciousness within my Perimeter? 
Is my present Abundance Equation reflective on what is within my Perimeter? 
Is my present Abundance Equation reflective on what is presently beyond my Perimeter? 
Does the greater amounts of money and wealth I desire exist within/beyond my Perimeter? 
How do I expand the Perimeter of my Consciousness to include much greater supply? 
How does happiness, joy, purpose, passion, drive, tenacity, attitude impact my Perimeter? 

Together lets enrich, transform, shift, 
 and expand the Perimeter of our Consciousness! 

Allow our Manifest Experience Reality to transform accordingly! 
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Abundance Class Fourteen, October 26, 2012 

1. Abundance and Prosperity Complete Transformation Activation and Meditation. This
Activation and Meditation will be delivered by Usa and the Transcript once ready will be
sent out to the Student Body via a newsletter. As well, a CD and Download of this
Special Meditation and Transformation Activity recording will become quickly available
for the Students Study and Enjoyment.

2. “I AM the Light, Love, Abundance, and Perfection of the Victorious Miracle Abundant
Christ in all its Cosmic Action, in, through, and around me, each and every day. ‘Mighty
I AM Presence’, I call upon Thee whose Presence abides within me and above me, to
unfold now this Command, Truth, and Decree, as my only reality now and forever, now
made manifest in the full Glory and Grace I AM.”

3. “I AM a prosperous Master Presence of an Abundant Universe. All that I require for my
growth and my ability to help others - physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to
me. I AM drawing to myself and to other students of the Radiant Rose Academy, and the
Academy itself… an abundance of health, happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. I
open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my life. My grateful heart draws abundance
like a magnet. My days are filled with endless expressions of abundance.”

4. “I AM the Cosmic Law of the Ascended Jesus Christ that has overcome the world in full
command and authority, inside and around me, that STOPS everything of human creation
and human law from ever touching me, now made manifest! I accept this tremendous
Divine Intervention with all of my heart.”

5. It is up to us to allow our Manifest Experience Reality to transform in accordance to our
above Affirmations of Truth by becoming One with the Light that is held, expressed and
revealed in each Divine Affirmation of Truth, Equally by allowing our Complete
Transformation into an Abundance and Prosperity Consciousness, aligning with the Great
Truth expressed in the Activation.

6. I consciously align and become One with Universal Creative Power and Principle that is
everywhere throughout our Universe and Divine Consciousness.
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Abundance Class Fifteen and Sixteen 
 November 23, and December 7th, 2012 

 
1. Mind Set charged by emotion/beliefs creates manifest reality 
2. Manifest reality reinforces Mind Set. 
3. Transforming Mind Set using Laws of Manifestation, Think it, Choose it, Visualize it, 

Feel it, Follow promptings, and act upon it. 
4. Embrace the Active use of your Power of Qualification 
5. Growth and Improvement, the Law of the Atom, use it in your Qualifications 
6. The Magnetic Action of Gold, Silver and Precious Gems 
7. The Sacred Alignment of the 3 Suns intensifies Spiritual Powers 
8. The Great Central Sun’s Magnets Presence to draw to you all good things 
9. You are a Creator Being endowed with the Powers of Creation 
10. The Universal Creators, The Seven Mighty Elohim, a time to connect! 
11. The Sevenfold Flame of Elohim Creation, Power, and Manifestation 
12. The Sevenfold Flame of Elohim is ready to be made active in your brain 
13. Blending the Elohim Flame in the brain with the Unfed Flame in the heart 
14. Sight, Visualization, Imagination connects your mind to your Powerhouse 
15. Your Feeling body is your Powerhouse to produce manifestation. 
16. Creating your Crystal Cave of Abundance and Prosperity within you. 
17. Aligning with the God’s of the Earth and the Elemental Kingdoms 

 
1. Abundance and Prosperity Visualization Technique One 
2. Abundance and Prosperity Visualization Technique Two 
3. Abundance and Prosperity Visualization Technique Three 

 
1. “My Beloved Mighty I AM Presence, Great Ascended and Angelic Host, and Seven 

Mighty Elohim, charge, charge, charge my mind and brain structure, my feelings and my 
body, and all the energy of my world with the Seven Mighty Elohim’s Sevenfold Flame 
of Elohim Sacred Fire Peace, Purity, Power, Protection, Abundance, and Victory in full 
Cosmic Action releasing the Cosmic Christ Sacred Fire Power of the Great Central Sun’s 
Magnets Presence in full Glorious Command and Action, in, through, and around me, 
each and every moment.” 

 
2. “My Beloved Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Elohim Hercules, Mighty Elohim Purity, 

Mighty Elohim Peace, Mighty Elohim Cyclopea, Mighty Elohim Cassiopeia, Mighty 
Elohim Orion, Mighty Elohim Arcturus, clothe me in your World of your Sacred Fire 
Love and Power that loves to release Its Glorifying Love, Boundless Supply, and Its 
Invincible Protection, the Victory of God in action for Eternity.” 
 

3. “My Beloved Mighty I AM Presence and Seven Mighty Elohim, I demand the Flame in 
my Heart and the Sevenfold Flame within my forehead blend, holding the upper portion 
of my body held within a Sun’s Presence of Love, Wisdom and Power” 
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Abundance Class Seventeen, January 20, 2013 

 Meditation/Invocation to Universal Supply house.
 In the fullness of the Presence are the things that I desire, in the fullness of the Presence

is the love that I require.
 Understanding the application of Desire/Require for experience, manifestation, and

materialization.
 The ideal purpose of desire is to make a decision, make a choice, and begin to release the

force of Will to make it so.
 One must stand by their decision, do doubt.
 To Thine own Self be true! Once the decision is made the desiring aspect is complete.
 In the old paradigm of duality, often our decisions were made by the outer manifesting

evidence of our lives.
 In the new paradigm, the present experience only reflects the duality consciousness we

have engaged in the past. Now in our short term future, the outer world
reflections/evidence begins to outpicture the decisions we have made and the inner truths
that we live our lives by.

 A Journal is required to successfully work the Desire/Require Formula.
 Require: Review/Qualification. Once our desires have led to decisions/goals we have

made, regularly we review the decisions/goals using the Power of Qualification however
without going back into the want/desire vibration.

 Require: we are ready to unleash the natural creative forces of manifestation to provide
what is required.

 Universal Principles of Manifestations: The Universe loves a made up mind. The
Universe moves into action when are minds are made up and our hearts are open.

 Our Individualized Consciousness is one with the Universal Matrix of Divine
Consciousness.

 Once our minds are made up, review, qualification, and attitude are in place,
Consciousness moves into action to provide all that is required, for the decisions we have
made to become our desires fulfilled.

 The natural forces of creation and manifestation are inside us, they are inherent.
 I AM a Being of the Sacred Fire, I am the love I require, to fulfill all my decisions and

goals.

I AM a prosperous Master Presence of an Abundant Universe. All that I require for my 
growth and my ability to help others - physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to 
me. I am drawing to myself and to other students of the Radiant Rose Academy, and the 
Academy itself… an abundance of health, happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. 
I open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my life. My grateful heart draws 
abundance like a magnet. My days are filled with endless expressions of abundance. 
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Abundance Class Eighteen, February 24th, 2013 

 My Beloved I AM Presence, come forth in me now, for in the fullness of your
Presence, I shall not want. Use visualization technique.

 Choose your Destiny over your story
 Inherent within your Destiny, the four directives:

1: Discover and express the eternal happiness that is your birthright. 
2: Gift the immortality I made you, your Spirit, your Soul, to the body  
3: Discover your creative potential and genius for self-expression. 
4: I made you Infinitely Abundant. Offer this abundance to all around you. 

 I am not an island unto myself; I consciously align with the creative forces
that are all around me.

 Acknowledge the Creative forces of formula: Desire/Require
 All that I desire that is constructive is God Desiring in me
 Once a week enter into a 15 min letting go process
 Practice detaching from current appearances of limitation
 Everything of the appearance side of life less than perfection is temporal
 You know when you are thinking about something way too much
 Are you consciously entering into visualization and qualification?
 Are you completing your day with Ascended Master Solutions?
 I can achieve all that I conceive! What I feel, I make real!

What I conceive, I can achieve! What is real, is what I feel!
 A thought left in mind, charged with emotion, will become physical reality

I AM a prosperous Master Presence of an Abundant Universe. All that I require for my 
growth and my ability to help others - physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to 
me. I am drawing to myself and to other students of the Radiant Rose Academy, and the 
Academy itself… an abundance of health, happiness, harmony, and financial freedom. I 
open to the flow of abundance in all areas of my life. My grateful heart draws abundance 
like a magnet. My days are filled with endless expressions of abundance. 
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Abundance Class Nineteen, March 17th, 2013 

1. Mighty	God	I	AM,	Beloved	Akasha	and	Asun,	and	all	the	Ascended	Host,	Blaze	your
Sacred	Fire	Flames	of	Love,	Mercy,	Forgiveness,	and	Purification	into	my	mind,
feelings,	and	body	and	remove	all	thoughts,	feelings,	beliefs,	history,	and	records	of
lack	and	limitation	that	have	ever	touched	my	being	and	world.

2. Mighty	God	I	AM,	Beloved	Akasha	and	Asun,	and	all	the	Ascended	Host,	I	call	upon
Thee	to	charge	my	Will,	with	the	Great	Central	Sun’s	Magnets	Presence	of	Divine
Love,	that	is	the	Cosmic	Law	of	Attraction	in	Action	that	draws	to	me	an	Abundance
of	all	that	I	desire	and	require	to	fulfill	the	destiny	and	Higher	Purpose	of	my	life	on
Earth.

3. Mighty	God	I	AM,	Beloved	Akasha	and	Asun,	I	acknowledge	there	abides	within	the
Heart	Flame	of	Thy	Presence,	and	within	the	Great	Central	Sun,	my	own	Treasure
House	of	God’s	Great	Supply.	I	call	upon	Thee	to	release,	release,	release,	an
avalanche	of	money	and	supply	into	my	hands	and	use.

4. I	AM,	I	AM,	I	AM,	by	all	God’s	Love	I	know	I	AM,	the	release	of	God’s	Great	Supply
into	my	hands	and	use,	now	made	manifest.	(3x)

5. I	AM,	I	AM,	I	AM,	by	all	God’s	Love	I	know	I	AM,	the	constructive	use	of	all	the	money
and	supply	that	comes	to	me	now	with	ease	and	grace.

6. Mighty	God	I	AM,	Beloved	Akasha	and	Asun,	and	all	the	Ascended	Host,	charge,
charge,	charge,	my	feelings	and	world	with	Thy	Cosmic	Feeling	and	Truth	of	Infinite
Abundance.

7. I	AM	the	Light	of	God	that	never	fails,	and	the	Love	of	God	that	always	fulfills,
manifesting	all	of	God’s	Great	Supply,	when	and	wherever	I	require	it,	each	and
every	moment,	now	made	manifest.	(3x)

8. I	AM,	I	AM,	I	AM,	by	all	God’s	Love	I	know	I	AM,	the	Ascended	Jesus	Christ
Resurrection	and	the	Life	of	God’s	Great	Miracle	Supply,	now	manifesting	in	my
being	and	world.

9. Mighty	God	I	AM,	come	forth	into	my	world	through	my	Higher	Christ
Consciousness,	and	be	the	Presence	that	goes	before	me	opening	wondrous	new
channels	of	money	and	supply.

10. Mighty	God	I	AM,	come	forth	into	my	world	through	my	Higher	Christ
Consciousness,	and	be	the	Presence	that	goes	before	me,	opening	new	doors	of
opportunity,	that	releases	more	of	God’s	Great	Supply	into	my	hands	and	use.

11. I	AM,	I	AM,	I	AM,	by	all	God’s	Love	I	know	I	AM,	a	Magnets	Presence,	that	in	my
Service	to	the	Light	of	God	that	never	fails,	attracts	to	me	all	the	money	and	supply	I
desire	and	require.

12. I	AM,	I	AM,	I	AM,	by	all	God’s	Love	I	know	I	AM,	the	Resurrection	and	the	Life	of
God’s	Great	Abundance	that	is	now	manifesting	Millions,	Millions,	and	Millions	of
Dollars	to	me,	fulfilling	the	Divine	Plan	of	my	life,	and	opens	the	way	for	me	to	help
others.

13. I	AM,	I	AM,	I	AM,	the	Illumining	Presence	of	the	Christ,	revealing	to	me	everything	I
am	required	to	know	about	God’s	Great	Abundance.
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Abundance Class Twenty, April 14th, 2013 

1. Take time to be filled with an abundance of Divine Energy
2. 7	Day	release	into	the	Sacred	Fire	all	history	of	lack	and	limitation
3. The	love	of	the	Rose	Pink	Flames	to	receive	the	Light	of	your	Christ	Mind
4. Qualifying	your	own	perfect	channel	of	money	and	supply
5. The	sooner	you	start	saving	money,	the	better	for	you
6. Making	a	major	choice	to	shift	to	a	new	plateau	where	money	can	flow
7. Take	time	each	day	to	face	the	Abundance	of	your	own	‘I	AM’
8. Choose	one	Ascended	Master	to	over‐light	you	in	all	areas	of	abundance
9. Turn	to	your	Presence	to	open	new	doors	of	opportunity/abundance
10. Visual	meditations	on	your	own	Great	God	Storehouse	of	Supply
11. Take	steps	to	remove	all	emotions	of	restriction/contraction
12. Acknowledging	all	good	and	constructive	things	as	your	Presence	acting
13. Inviting	your	Presence	to	turn	all	conditions	into	Miracles	of	supply
14. Review	notes	from	previous	Abundance	classes;	what	stands	out	for	you
15. Take	time	to	charge	all	energy	in	your	world	with	A.	M.	Abundance
16. Daily	release	and	open	to	receive	energy	of	spiritual	abundance	each	day
17. Establish	your	Abundance	Application	as	daily	activity
18. Charge	your	energy	with	Great	Central	Suns	Magnets	Presence
19. Take	a	practical	examination	of	current	financial	situation
20. Express	gratitude	every	day

Mighty	Christ	I	AM,	my	Beloved	Presence,	I	turn	to	you,	I	love	you,	I	bless	you,	and	I	
thank	you	for	the	Gift	of	Life.	Come	forth	in	me,	through	me,	and	as	me,	and	be	Thy	
Presence	of	All	Christ	Perfection	and	Abundance	that	goes	before	me,	the	only	
Acting	Presence	in	my	life,	opening	wondrous	channels	of	money,	supply,	and	
opportunities	for	me	now.	I	thank	you!	

The	Light	of	God	never	fails!	(3)	
The	Love	of	God	always	fulfills!	(3)	

I	AM	that	I	AM!	(3)	
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Abundance	  Class	  Twenty One,	  May	  19th,	  2013	  

Ø Our minds, our Conceptual Body 
Ø Our feelings, our Creator Body 
Ø Sight, Vision, Imagination unites our mind and feelings 
Ø All we internalize creates a vibration of qualified energy 
Ø Our lives projects the vibration of all we internalize 
Ø Making the Law of Attraction work for us 
Ø Creative visualization programs our mind to create images 
Ø Our mental imagery registers in our feeling bodies 
Ø Our creator feeling body clothes mental images with quality and will 
Ø Our creator feeling body charges mental images with substance 
Ø Substance in our feeling body intensifies into a vibration of energy 
Ø Attention, focus, and concentration intensifies this vibration 
Ø Ultimately our feeling body is holding many vibrations of substance 
Ø Our physical bodies receive and project vibrations of energy 
Ø Vibrations of qualified energy create our world of experience/form 
Ø The power/use of our Attention quickens manifestation process 
Ø Deliberate effort to positively change the rate of vibration 
Ø Taking time to release negative limiting vibrations inside us 
Ø A time to Prove the power of Creative Visualization 

“I AM, I AM, I AM, by all God’s Love I know I AM, the Great Central 
Sun’s Magnets Presence active within my Heart Flame, intensifying the Law 
of Attraction acting in my Creator Body, my Feeling Side of Life.” 

“I AM, I AM, I AM, by all God’s Love I know I AM, the Resurrection and 
the Life of all my Faculties of Sight, Vision, the Power of Imagination, and 
my ability to hold positive images in my mind long enough so that they 
register in my feeling side of life.” 

“I AM, I AM, I AM, by all God’s Love I know I AM, the Resurrection and 
the Life of my feelings of Abundance, and their vibration of substance 
manifesting in my world of experience and form.” 

“I AM, I AM, I AM, by all God’s Love I know I AM, a Creator Being, and I 
love to create and manifest life inside me and then out from me.”	  
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Abundance Class Twenty-Two, June 22nd, 2013 

 In	the	Oneness	of	Life,	there	I	AM
 I	in	the	midst	of	me
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Light	of	the	Universe
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Love	of	the	Universe
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Heavenly	Father
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Heavenly	Mother
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	my	I	AM	Presence
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	God’s	Eternal	Supply	House
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Consciousness	of	Abundance
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Angelic	Host
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Ascended	Host
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	the	Great	Cosmic	Beings	of	Light
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	all	Legions	of	Light
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	all	Mighty	Unfed	Flames	of	God
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	my	Mighty	Christ	Self
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	my	Resurrection
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	Love’s	Eternal	Presence
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	Freedom’s	Eternal	Flame
 I	in	the	midst	of	me	is	one	with	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	VICTORY

I	AM	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	
IN	ALL	I	THINK,	FEEL,	SAY,	AND	DO,	
I	AM	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	
OF	LIFE’S	ABUNDANCE	FLOWING	THROUGH.	

I	AM	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	
OF	MY	ABUNDANCE	EVERY	DAY,	
I	AM	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	
FLOWS	OUT	FROM	ME	THE	GREAT	LOVE	RAY.	

I	AM	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	
OF	MONEY,	SUPPLY,	AND	EVERYTHING,	
I	AM	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	VICTORY,	
I	AM	FREEDOM’S	FLAME,	I	COME	TO	SING.	
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Abundance	Class	Twenty‐three,	July	2013	

 The	Secret	Power	of	Dedication	as	it	relates	to	Success
 Dedication	opens	the	Door	to	Living	your	Destiny
 Live	your	Destiny	poor,	or	live	your	Destiny	rich,	its	up	to	you
 Napoleon	Hill,	Think	and	Grow	Rich
 Establish	first,	your	Priorities	of	Abundance
 As	a	Spiritual	Person	living	a	Spiritual	Life,	turn	within
 Consciousness,	the	most	precious	element	of	life
 Ten	minute	daily	retreat	from	the	noise	of	the	world	to	receive
 Ideas,	Divine	Impulse	from	Higher	Intelligence
 End	all	lack,	solve	all	problems	in	your	own	Consciousness	first
 All	the	world's	a	stage,	and	all	the	men	and	women	merely	players:

they	have	their	exits	and	their	entrances;	and	one	man	in	his	time	plays
many	parts,	his	acts	being	seven	ages.	William	Shakespeare

 God	has	given	you	one	face	and	you	make	yourself	another,	W.S.
 Abundance	is	everywhere,	connect	with	it	through	your	Consciousness
 Work	with	current	systems	of	energy,	currency,	not	against	it
 Within	your	Christ	Consciousness	you	have:

o The	Power	to	Bless
o The	Power	to	Heal
o The	Power	to	Transform
o The	Power	to	Multiply

 The	Ability	to	tap	into	the	Kingdom	of	God
 A	Divine	Inheritance	that	waits	for	you
 The	Ability	to	work	with	the	Flower	of	Life	Blueprint
 The	Ability	to	tap	into	the	Universal	Storehouse
 The	Ability	to	interact	with	the	Crystal	Kingdom
 The	Ability	to	rise	above	all	lack	and	limitation

Abundance	Decree	

	 I	AM	a	Prosperous	 Illumined	Presence	of	an	Abundant	Universe.	
All	 that	 I	 require	 for	 my	 growth	 and	 my	 ability	 to	 help	 others	 ‐	
physically,	mentally	and	spiritually	‐	is	available	to	me.	I	am	drawing	to	
myself	 and	 to	 all	 students	 of	 the	 Radiant	 Rose	 Academy,	 and	 the	
Academy	 itself…	 an	 abundance	 of	 health,	 happiness,	 harmony,	 and	
financial	freedom.	I	AM	open	to	the	flow	of	abundance	in	all	areas	of	my	
life.	My	grateful	heart	draws	abundance	like	a	magnet.	My	days	are	filled	
with	endless	expressions	of	abundance.			

Beloved	Rose	I	AM,	Beloved	Rose	I	AM,	Beloved	Rose	I	AM	
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Abundance	Class	Twenty‐five,	September	2013	

 Message	to	the	human	and	its	duality
 Listen	not	to	the	world	of	suggestions	and	beliefs,	lack
 Listen	to	the	dreams	in	your	heart
 Listen	to	the	Master	Teacher	in	YOU
 Listen	to	the	Promptings	of	your	heart
 Be	true	to	all	your	heart	desires,	use	every	means
 Remember	who	you	are,	what	you	know
 Your	dreams	and	heart	is	not	absent	of	abundance
 Trust	the	Magic	of	your	life,	the	Mystery	of	your	Life
 Listen	to	the	Voice	in	your	heart
 Trust	yourself	to	accomplish	your	dreams	and	goals
 Remember	what	creates	opportunities

o Faith,	Gratitude,	Confidence,	Adoration,	Courage,	Will
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Life
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Love
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Light
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Energy
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Ideas
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Power
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Opportunities
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Confidence
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Courage
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Wisdom
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Insight
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Balance
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Honor
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Respect
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Valor
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Kindness
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Compassion
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Divine	Mind
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Heart	&	Soul
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Consciousness
 I	AM	is	an	ABUNDANCE	of	Silence

And	I	AM	THAT	I	AM,	I	AM	THAT	I	AM,	I	AM	THAT	I	AM!	
And	By	all	God’s	Love,	I	KNOW	I	AM!	
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"Listen" by Beyonce 

Listen to the song here in my heart 
A melody I start but can't complete 

Listen to the sound from deep within 
It's only beginning 

To find release 

Oh, 
The time has come 

For my dreams to be heard 
They will not be pushed aside and turned 

Into your own 
All cause you won't 

Listen... 

[Chorus:] 
Listen, 

I am alone at a crossroads 
I'm not at home in my own home 

And I've tried and tried 
To say what's on my mind 
You should have known 

Oh, 
Now I'm done believing you 

You don't know what I'm feeling 
I'm more than what you made of me 
I followed the voice you gave to me 

But now I gotta find my own. 

You should have listened 
There is someone here inside 
Someone I thought had died 

So long ago 

Oh I'm screaming out, and my dreams will be heard 
They will not be pushed aside or worked 

Into your own 
All cause you won't 

Listen... 
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[Chorus] 

I don't know where I belong 
But I'll be moving on 

If you don't... 
If you won't... 

...listen to the song here in my heart 
A melody I've started but I will complete 

Oh, 
Now I'm done believing you 

You don't know what I'm feeling 
I'm more than what you've made of me 

I followed the voice you think you gave to me 
But now I gotta find my own, 

My own. 
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Abundance	Class	26,	October	27,	2013	

Living	Well	in	times	of	Historical	Change	

 Living	well	in	times	of	historical	change
 The	Real	you	is	that	part	of	yourself	observing	you
 If	you	fear	you	may	not	be	connecting	with	your	Divinity
 Are	you	living	now	without	judgment
 Are	you	free	from	ideas	of	sin
 Are	you	discerning	all	your	meanderings
 The	real	need,	the	gift	of	giving	and	receiving
 Emotional	cleanses	are	important	yet	we	must	move	on
 Raising	our	Consciousness	is	difficult	during	turbulence
 Feelings	are	reliable	when	we	begin	to	trust	them
 The	awakening,	our	journey	home
 Home	is	a	place	where	love	is	not	a	rare	occurrence
 Bringing	the	energy	of	Grace	into	our	being
 Balancing	our	selves	with	the	Divine	Feminine
 Tenderness,	Generosity,	and	Respect	the	means
 We	are	journeying	back	into	our	wholeness
 Our	life	invites	us	to	live	in	our	Spiritual	Nature
 Amidst	a	world	of	changes,	we	great	our	Abundant	nature

I	AM	a	prosperous	Being	of	an	abundant	Universe.	All	that	I	
require	for	my	growth	and	my	ability	to	help	others	‐	physically,	
mentally	and	spiritually	‐	is	available	to	me	now.		

I	AM	drawing	to	myself	and	to	other	students	of	the	Radiant	Rose	
Academy,	and	the	Academy	itself…	an	abundance	of	spiritual	
growth,	health,	happiness,	harmony,	and	financial	freedom.	I	
open	to	the	flow	of	abundance	in	all	areas	of	my	life.	My	grateful	
heart	draws	abundance	like	a	magnet.	My	days	are	filled	with	
endless	expressions	of	abundance.	

I	AM	illumined,	I	AM	awake,	I	AM	a	Loving	Light	filled	Being	of	Divine	
Intelligence,	Presence,	Power,	Love,	and	Perfection,	unfolding	from	the	
centre	of	my	Being	throughout	this	physical	reality.	I	AM	Eternally	
Grateful!!!	
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Abundance	Class	27,	November	24,	2013	

Welcome	Precious	Hearts,	in	this	months	Abundance	Class,	our	Master	
Teacher	Asun	invites	us	to	reflect	upon	an	Abundance	of	Character	and	
Beingness,	visiting	once	again	our	choices,	that	our	expression	of	our	

chosen	Qualities	of	life	become	our	experience.	

 An	Abundance	of	Gratitude
 An	Abundance	of	Humility
 An	Abundance	of	Peace	and	Harmony	in	our	feelings
 An	Abundance	of	Kindness	and	Caring
 An	Abundance	of	Generosity	and	Charity
 An	Abundance	of	Peace	of	Mind
 An	Abundance	of	Inner	Wellness
 An	Abundance	of	Heart	Mind	Connectivity
 An	Abundance	of	Reflection	and	Assessment
 An	Abundance	of	Self	Respect
 An	Abundance	of	Discernment
 An	Abundance	of	Clarity	and	Decision	Making
 An	Abundance	of	Positive	Thinking
 An	Abundance	of	Inspiration
 An	Abundance	of	your	Field	of	Dreams
 An	Abundance	of	Will	and	Personal	Empowerment
 An	Abundance	of	Sensitivity
 An	Abundance	of	Resonance
 An	Abundance	of	Intuition
 An	Abundance	of	Silence
 An	Abundance	of	Helping	Others
 An	Abundance	of	Chosen	Service
 An	Abundance	of	Responsibility
 An	Abundance	of	Certainty
 An	Abundance	of	Listening
 An	Abundance	of	Communication
 An	Abundance	of	Family	Values
 An	Abundance	of	Spiritual	Protocol
 An	Abundance	of	loving	Life
 An	Abundance	of	Saying	Yes	to	Life
 An	Abundance	of	Loving	Solutions
 An	Abundance	of	Liberty	and	Victory
 An	Abundance	of	Joy
 An	Abundance	of	God,	the	I	AM	Glorious	Presence
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Abundance	Class	28,	December	15,	2013	

Seek	Ye	first	the	Kingdom	of	God,	the	Greater	‘I’	of	you,	
Your	Core	Identity	‘I’	at	the	Centre	of	your	Consciousness	

and	all	things	will	be	added	unto	you!	

Welcome	Precious	Hearts,	in	our	Abundance	Class	today,	our	Master	
Teacher	Asun	teaches	us	how	to	achieve	an	Abundance	of	Character	and	
Beingness,	that	opens	the	way	for	greater	Supply	and	Opportunities	

 An	Abundance	of	Gratitude
 An	Abundance	of	Humility
 An	Abundance	of	Peace	and	Harmony	in	our	feelings
 An	Abundance	of	Kindness	and	Caring
 An	Abundance	of	Generosity	and	Charity
 An	Abundance	of	Peace	of	Mind
 An	Abundance	of	Inner	Wellness
 An	Abundance	of	Heart	Mind	Connectivity
 An	Abundance	of	Reflection	and	Assessment
 An	Abundance	of	Self	Respect
 An	Abundance	of	Discernment
 An	Abundance	of	Clarity	and	Decision	Making
 An	Abundance	of	Positive	Thinking
 An	Abundance	of	Inspiration
 An	Abundance	of	your	Field	of	Dreams
 An	Abundance	of	Will	and	Personal	Empowerment
 An	Abundance	of	Sensitivity
 An	Abundance	of	Resonance
 An	Abundance	of	Intuition
 An	Abundance	of	Silence
 An	Abundance	of	Helping	Others
 An	Abundance	of	Chosen	Service
 An	Abundance	of	Responsibility
 An	Abundance	of	Certainty
 An	Abundance	of	Listening
 An	Abundance	of	Communication
 An	Abundance	of	Family	Values
 An	Abundance	of	Spiritual	Protocol
 An	Abundance	of	Loving	Life
 An	Abundance	of	Saying	Yes	to	Life
 An	Abundance	of	Loving	Solutions
 An	Abundance	of	Liberty	and	Victory
 An	Abundance	of	Joy
 An	Abundance	of	God,	the	I	AM	Glorious	Presence
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Abundance Class 29, January 11, 2014 

Abundance, An Act of Consciousness 
A Review of My Miracle Mantle of Love’s Mastery 

Left Column of Chart 

1. No more limited thinking

2. Avoid intellectual abuse of w’s

3. Do not support poverty consciousness

4. Break fixed attention on matter and form

5. Consciousness: thoughts, feelings, vision

6. Acknowledge self as unlimited creator being

7. A choice to end all judgment of experience

8. Begin to build a positive attitude

9. Journal positive affirmations

10. Journal your goals, dreams, manifestations

11. Register abundance affirmations deep inside you

Right Column of Chart 

1. Create quiet contemplation time

2. Open to receive ideas from Higher Mind

3. Connect with your inner spiritual nature

4. Meditation to affirm your spiritual truths

5. Use Sacred Fire to clear the past

6. Pour your love to your Divine Self

7. Open to receive and be filled with Energy

8. Programming consciousness for manifestation

9. Create a Tithing Program

10. Contemplation of Impersonal I AM

11. Invocations, Power of Command
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Centre between columns of Chart 

Our Beloved Akasha and Asun have shared with us that when we were first created as Glorious 
Spiritual Beings and Children of our Infinite I AM Creator Presence, we were charged to go 
forth and unfold in Glorious Expression our Divine Nature. 

It is given that we were charged to go forth into the Physical Universe with 4 Great Directives 
that came with the Life we were given. These are known as 4 Great Blessings. 

Daily Affirm Inwardly 

"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Eternal Happiness expressing through my being and 
world, offering Its Eternal Sunshine to all life around me." 

"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Immortal Spirit, Presence, and Flame, expressing 
perfectly through my mind, body and feelings, each and every day." 

"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of Infinite Creative Potential, Creativity, and Genius 
expressing perfectly through my expression and experience of self, to all life around me." 

"I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Abundance and Prosperity expressing through all the 
decisions and actions of my life, now made manifest to the world around me." 

At the base or bottom steps of Chart 

1. "Discover and Express the Eternal Happiness that is your birthright"
2. "Give the Immortality I made you, to the Body Temple I created for you"
3. "Discover your Infinite Creative Potential and Genius for Self-Expression"
4. "I made you Infinitely Abundant. Offer this abundance to all around you"

My Abundance and Prosperity Truth 

‘I AM’ a prosperous Co-Creator with GodSource. ‘I AM’ a Conscious Spiritual Being of an 
Abundant Universe! All that I require for my growth, and my ability to assist others... 
physically, mentally, and spiritually is available to me. ‘I AM’ attracting to myself, and to all 
other students of the Academy, the Radiant Rose Academy and all its ventures, an 
abundance of Health, Happiness, Harmony and Financial Security! (3) I open to the flow of 
abundance in all areas of my Immortal Life! My grateful heart draws abundance like a 
Universal Magnet. My days are filled with endless expressions of abundance! This is my 
Eternal Truth and I ACCEPT (3) its Instantaneous Manifestation, Everywhere Forever! 

‘ALMIGHTY GOD I AM’ (3) 
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Abundance	Class	Thirty,	February,	2014	

 Abundance	is	my	Natural	State	of	Consciousness
 I	live	from	the	inside,	out
 Consciousness	is	what	I	AM
 Actionable	States	of	Will	I	AM

Lets	Meditate	on	an	Abundance	of:	

1. Boundlessness
2. Centeredness
3. Enthusiasm
4. Generosity

5. Harmlessness
6. Humour
7. Joy

8. Serendipity
9. Loyalty
10. Silence

11. Persistence
12. Praise

13. Receptivity
14. Reverence
15. Temperance

16. Trust
17. Victory

18.Worthiness

 I	shall	practice	each	day	these	18	Qualities
 I	shall	reflect	each	day	upon	these	18	Qualities

I	shall	liberate	and	live	these	18	Qualities	as	a	Rite	of	Passage	

I	AM	creating	3	Affirmations,	each	one	containing	6	of	the	above	Qualities	

Sealed	in	the	Cosmic	Light	and	Divine	Love	of	the	Untouchable	‘I	AM’	
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Abundance	Class	Thirty‐one,	March	2014	

 Conscious	Desiring,	Choosing,	Decision	making	is	worthy	of	your	time
 As	you	now	know,	limitation	is	not	the	nature	of	your	consciousness
 A	time	to	consciously	use	your	God	Given	Gifts
 What	are	those	Gifts?
 In	your	State	of	Becoming	True	Self,	your	abilities	are	enhanced
 Decision	making	aught	to	include	your	‘What	and	Why’
 What	is	it	that	I	desire	to	do,	to	accomplish,	to	create,	and	manifest?
 Why	is	it	that	I	have	these	desires?	It	is	important	to	answer	this!
 All	right	lets	look	at	your	present	monthly	supply?
 How	much	money	did	you	earn	or	receive	last	year,	privately	answer	this
 Let	us	decide	to	at	least	double	this	stream	of	revenue	for	2014
 Remember	your	Supply	of	Money	can	come	from	many	sources
 Remember	to	Qualify	that	your	Presence	is	the	Source	of	those	sources
 We	will	enter	into	Daily	Qualification	to	achieve	these	goals
 We	are	not	concerned	about	the	details	of	how	our	goals	will	be	achieved
 We	are	focused	on	what	our	goals	are	and	why
 We	are	ready	to	use	the	Power	of	Qualification	daily
 We	support	Qualification	with	the	Power	of	Vision	and	Imagination
 We	let	go	of	any	past	issues	with	money,	especially	in	our	feelings
 We	remember	the	Infinite	Nature	and	Power	of	our	Presence
 We	take	time	to	feel	one	with	our	Presence	within	and	above
 We	decree	our	Presence	to	go	before	us	each	day
 We	decree	our	Presence	to	open	the	way	for	our	goals	to	be	achieved
 We	decree	our	Presence	create	many	Opportunities	for	us
 We	connect	with	our	feelings	to	determine	if	we	are	feeling	lack
 In	the	Sacred	Fire,	we	command	all	feelings	of	lack	be	removed

I AM a Prosperous Illumined Being of an Abundant Universe. All that 
I require of my God Given Supply, and my ability to help others - 
physically, mentally and spiritually - is available to me now. I am 
drawing to myself and to all students of the Radiant Rose Academy, 
and the Academy itself, an abundance of happiness, harmony, and 
financial freedom. I AM open to the flow of abundance in all areas of 
my life. My grateful Heart draws abundance like a magnet. My days 
are filled with endless expressions of abundance. 

Almighty Christ I AM! (3) 
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Abundance	Class	Thirty‐Two,	April	2014	

1. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence!
Blaze	your	Sacred	Flames	of	Purification	and	Redemption	through	my	mind	and	feeling	
side	of	life	and	remove	all	thoughts,	beliefs,	and	emotions	in	me	that	have	ever	registered	
lack	and	limitation.	

2. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence!
In	Thy	Holy	Name	and	Authority,	and	in	the	Presence	of	the	Sacred	Fire,	I	command	all	
feelings	of	lack	get	out	of	me	and	my	world,	and	be	replaced	with	the	Ascended	Masters	
Feelings	of	Abundance.	

3. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Angelic	Host!
Blaze	Your	Violet	Purifying	Flames	into	all	the	energy	of	my	world	that	has	been	charged	
with	lack	and	limitation.	Purify	that	energy,	and	then	charge	it	with	the	Ascended	Masters	
Consciousness	of	Abundance.	

4. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Remove	from	my	feeling	body	and	world,	all	limitation	and	fear	of	lack	of	money.	Release	
Thy	Bounty	of	God’s	Great	Supply	into	my	hands	and	use	now.	

5. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Purify	and	liberate	my	Consciousness	from	all	thoughts,	beliefs,	and	feelings	that	have	
registered	lack,	limitation,	and	the	absence	of	money.	

6. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Charge,	Charge,	Charge	my	Consciousness	with	Your	Natural	Presence	and	Feelings	of	
God’s	Great	Abundance.	

7. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
With	your	Ascended	Master	Eyes,	watch	over	me,	and	see	to	it	that	I	always	have	all	the	
Money	and	Supply	that	I	require	in	each	and	every	moment.	

8. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Open	your	Limitless	Channels	of	Cosmic	Energy,	Abundance,	Money,	and	Supply	to	me	this	
very	moment	and	flood	my	being	and	world	with	10	times	more	than	I	require.	

9. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Charge	my	Financial	Supply	with	Your	Ascended	Master	Consciousness	of	Limitless	
Abundance.	Charge	my	feeling	side	of	life	with	Your	feelings	of	God’s	Great	Supply.	

10. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Place	in	my	hands	and	use	today	$___________________	as	a	Gift	of	Your	Love	made	manifest	in	
my	being	and	world.	

11. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Charge	all	my	Money	and	Supply	with	your	Endless	Bounty	of	God’s	Great	Riches	and	
Abundance.	
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12. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Release	Millions	and	Millions	and	Millions	of	Dollars	to	me	now,	charged	with	the	Ascended	
Masters	constructive	use	of	God’s	Great	Supply.	

13. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
I	demand	a	Boundless	Supply	of	Money	and	Abundance	of	all	Good	things	that	fulfills	the	
Divine	Plan	that	You	my	Beloved	Presence	has	for	me.	

14. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Open	Your	Treasure	House	of	God’s	Great	Supply	and	restore	to	me	now,	all	the	Abundance	
I	had	with	You	when	I	lived	in	the	Great	Central	Sun.	

15. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
I	AM	the	Victory	of	Your	Great	Love	that	opens	the	floodgates	of	Your	Limitless	Money	and	
Supply	into	my	hands	and	use	now	and	is	charged	with	the	Ascended	Masters	Constructive	
use	of	God’s	Great	Supply.	

16. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
I	AM	the	Resurrection	and	the	Life	of	Your	Limitless	Supply	of	God’s	Great	Riches	and	
Abundance	now	made	manifest	in	my	being	and	world.	

17. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
I	Demand	and	I	AM	the	release	of	God’s	Great	Supply	that	comes	to	me	now	as	all	the	
Money	and	Abundance	that	I	desire	and	require.	

18. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Charge	my	mind	and	feelings	with	Thy	All	Christ	Illumining	Presence	that	reveals	to	me	
now	my	Perfect	God	Channels	for	all	the	Money	and	Supply	that	I	require.	

19. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Come	forth	and	go	before	me	now	as	the	Only	Presence	Acting,	releasing	all	that	You	know	
that	I	require,	in	each	and	every	moment.	

20. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
Charge	my	being	and	world	with	Your	Invincible	Sacred	Fire	Love	and	Victory	that	clears	
my	life	of	all	limitation	and	release	an	Avalanche	of	Money	and	Supply	to	me	now.	

21. My	Glorious	I	AM	Master	Presence	and	Great	Ascended	Host!
I	call	upon	Thy	Great	Love	Flame	in	my	Heart	to	so	fill	my	life	with	the	Magical	Presence	of	
God’s	Great	Money	and	Supply,	I	thank	You.	
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Abundance Class 33, May 17, 2014 
 

A Consciousness of Abundance, the Energy of Abundance 
And the Manifestation of Abundance 

 
As we reflect upon our Course in Abundance, and all that has been studied, we accept 
that our Consciousness of Abundance, all our beliefs, perceptions, concepts, attitudes, 
emotions, and our historical experience of Abundance in our lives, is now changing. As 
we move forward, some things to consider… 
 

1. We live our life in the Fullness of our Presence, therefore fear is no longer an 
option, becoming fearless is our natural way of becoming 

2. As Faith, Hope, and Charity are our natural way of being, we no longer allow 
ourselves to engage in worry or doubt. 

3. As Peace and Harmony at first seems a choice, eventually these qualities grow in 
us and become that natural way we love to feel. 

4. We made a choice to end all conflict within ourselves and to choose again 
essential harmlessness, lived from the inside out. 

5. We have discovered that as we look after all our inner activities of mind, vision, 
feelings, and energy, our world loves to reflect the effort we make. 

6. Today we love to live from the inside out, a powerful force of light and love to the 
world. 

7. Today we know that where situations in our lives beg solution and resolution, we 
turn within, we give these situations to our Presence within, knowing the answers 
and solutions will come forth. 

8. Today we value preciously the Power of our Attention and the Power of 
Qualification. We understand the importance of knowing our Intention, and the 
Power of Momentum. 

9. We remember the gift of our breath, to consciously breathe, and we have chosen 
expansion over contraction. 

10. We take the time to know what is important to us, what we value, we take time 
often to look at our own lives and identify what is useful, what is useless. 

11. Our lives are no longer trial and error, rather ease and grace, always willing to be 
shown how easy can it be. 

12. We have discovered the Power of Saying Yes to Life, every single day. 
13. We have chosen to make our minds, feelings, and our bodies, our friends. We 

have chosen to direct and experience a friendly environment inside ourselves 
14. Today we know there are Spiritual Formulas we can apply that are as exact in 

their application and fulfillment as any mathematical or scientific formulas. 
15. We have discovered the Power of letting go, and that sometimes our lives calls us 

to another plateau where we know moments will come for us to let go once again. 
16. We have discovered the Power of Embrace, when and where to apply it. 
17. We are ready to discover how powerful we are when our minds, vision, feelings, 

and our physical body are all in harmony with each other. 
18. We understand that we can be both a channel and conduit for the energies of 

abundance; we can also be the directing intelligence of abundance energies. I AM. 
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